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SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN TAIWAN, kLPUBLIC OF CHINA

I. Background Information

Taiwan, one of the thirty-five provinces in the Republic
of China, which has a population of about fourteen millions, is
a slash, l'.ach-leaf-shaped istae:. with an area of 35,961 sequare
kilometers. When the Naticnal Government moved to this temparary
seat in 1950, Taiwan, hardly recovered from the ravages of the
Second World War, had a frail educational structure with an
attendance rate of school-age children ( six years compulsory
,ducation from 6 to 12 ) of 79.98% and two special schools for
Lbo blind and the deaf accommodating 364 sensorially handicapped
cuildren and youth. During the last twenty years elapsed, the
Government succeeds in realizing the economic growth as well as
tie educational progress under the acute increase of population
with 3.2% growth rate and 2,4% natural increase ) and relatively

meage natural resources.

According to 1969 statistics, the number of elementary
school enrollment reached to 2,426,041, au increase of 267.7114 aJ
compared with those of 1950, and the school attendance rate for
;his age group of school children has risen to "7.62 %. In the
field of special education, the number of children and youth who
benefit special education programs approximately totaled 4170, a
remarkable increase of 1100% in two decades.

The educational opportunity of handicapped children and
youth is guaranteed by the constitutional and legal provisions in
the f:erihlic of China. Article 159 of the Chinese Constitution
,:tipul;.tes that . all citizens shall have equal opportunity to
receive an education . and on January 27, 1968 the Government
proi4ulgated another enactment providing a program of nine-year
universal free education in which article 10 status that " The
, Oucational authorities ought to provide special education faci-
lities or to assure appropriate school attendance opportunity fur
tde physically and eensorially handicapped, mentally retarded and
g ifted children ".

Regulations concerning the Extension and Improvement of
o ;u Education recently promulgated by the Ministry of Education
nee rotes the categories of exceptional children who should be
ta:cn care of by the special education programs. The article 2
;takes it clear that " Those who receive special education, besides
inc rifted children of which will be regulated otherwise, include
t;:, following categories of persons :

(1) Tiio mentally retarded; (2) The visually impaired; (3) The
acoustically impaired; (4) Those with speech handicap; (5) The
orthopedically handicapped; (6) Those with chronic medical disorders;
(7) The socially maladjusted and emotionally disturbed". Though
tbe school attendance of those children is not compulsory, the local
educational authorities are obligatory to provide the educational
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facilities for teem. The article 3 of the same regulations pro-
,laims tnat " The opportunity for the fundamental education of
those groups of person mentioned above should be fully assured by
cue local educational authorities ".

IL. Present Situation

It is interesting to observe that while the Nepublic of
China realizes a remarkable odneational progress, its edheational
Aervicee for handicapped children are still very It
is then justifiable to raise the question. " Does the educational
i;evelopment of a certain region or country exhibit different rate

.;:owth within itself .? If it does, then we may assume that the
education in Taiwan represents tile underdeveleped area
expansive system. Becauso it is not easy to explain hew

can in an educational system woere oxist 91 higher edecation incti-
thiions with 1b4,215 students and 643 secondary schools with ,-0,07
ai:Ji school students and 155,947 vocational school students, on.y

sceools in addition to 41 special classes in the regular
schools could be found.

Toe marked increase of the school-age attendance rate
97.e2 Z at elementary level and about 73.lc at junior high school

level ) togetner with acute shortage of educational facilities Car
aaadicapPed pupils indicates that excoptionial children and loath
t,c'I'aiwun are not sufficiently well taken care of. This problem
is particularly critical for certain group of exceptional pupils.
So far the special education in Taiwen covers only tee blind, the
deaf, tee emotionally disturbed, tie cripple and a very limited
member of mental deficient children. No educational facilities
tackle with the children with hard of hearing, the partially sight,

disorders or learning disability. lt is apparent that they
are disseminated in the regular classes overpopulated. ( Thu
stetisties show that the average number of per class was 50.22 in
1,,69 ). Under this Circumstance, while most of the tenceers are
overcharged and preoccupied with the academic achievement of their
pupils, these educationally handicapped pupils are always coosidered
eitoer es " problem children " or as " the feebleminded ".

This fact nad not been well retonized by the public until
cne passage of"Nine-Year Fundamental Education Act". The extension
er universal education to the junior high school brought the problem
or exceptional pupils to the fore. While in realizing the ideal of

",ne education without selection ., the junior hish schools
(hue Ning Chung Itsueh) encounter a lot of problems in adapting itself
o meet the multiplicity of needs of the students so variously

cieposed, it is in this context that educational authorities angage
ih developing a variety of programs to meet tee critical needs of
uhcationally subnormal pupils, at the same time, the problem or
nandicapped pupils draws a wide-spread public concern.

Aside from toe fact discussed above. it would be necessary
for us to understand certain obstacles relevant to the development
of special education in Taiwan.
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( 1 ) Instead of emphasis upon the Self-actualization of exceptional
individual, the special education is alwars recorded in China
as a philanthropic action destined to solve the social
problems and to alleviate the burden of parents. Undar this
orientation, not only the educational Goals are deviated
from what they °haat to bo, but the special education faci-
lities are net well intograted in the school system. With
the same reason that only the severely handicapped persons
arc taken into consideration in elaborating special education
programs.

( 2 ) Due to the aspiration of parents to a scholastic career for
their children, ( an attitude commonly existing in traditional
societies whero the intellectual keeps a relatively high
social status ) and limited Lumber of senior high schools
and universities, the competition to succeed in the entrance
examination becomes keenor and keener, it resulted that the
educational goals for both parents and teachers become
prinarily to push children to climb up the school ladder
from one level to another, it is also logical to place strong
eh.phasis on good achievement in " main subjects " which ate
related to the entrance examination. The reputation of schools
and the compotence or class teachers are judged, most often
than not, with tae percentage of their pupils that have
succeeded in passing the entrance examination to a upper
level. Under such a circumstance, it is natural twat the
educationally subnormal pupils including the handiTappnd
are not welcomed in the regular classes, and in most eases,
Leac-ers care only the most promising ones in order to
increase the prestige', they pay no attention to the drop-ants.

( 3 j Because of limited natural resources and necessary defense
expenditure, the educational budget of the Qopuniic or china
is not tremendous. ( Educational expenditure is about
U.S. $ol millions in 1968, 4.vS'e, of GNP ). In view of the
high cost and limited resources available for the purposes,
the education of excoptional children is not considered as
a priority project. The educational policy decision is always
under the pressure of school-age population and manpower
demands for economic reowth. Special educatioA facilities are
at a disadvantage in obtaining financial support. Besides,
the contribution of voluntary organizations to the educational
services of exceptional children in Taiwan is not satis-
factory.

. interratinr the Blind Children in Elementary Schools

historically speakirm, education of the blind is the earliest
nevelnpod in nation ( the first school was sot op in 1870 ) and in

:U-ovince of Taiwan ( in 1866 ) among the diverse categories of
s,eeial schools. However, there are now only three special. schools
.03' the blinds in the Republic of China - two residential public
sedools and one residential private school supported by the voluntary
ormhnization. The students enrolled are no more than 350.

Thu statistics show that there were :.hoot 23,700 blinds
in iaiwan in 1963. The educational authorities estimate/ that there

mord tdan two thousands school-age blinds and partially sihted
e..itren in Taiwan. For the latter t.renr- because oC lacking signt-
SDVIW; classes, most of them are accommodated in regular classes

- 3 -
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without any special education assistance.

Under tho aid of the American Foundation for Overseas Blind
end the heICee, the Taiwan Provincial Department of Ddecation
launched an integrated program for the blind in 1965 and helped io
revitalized the blind education in Taiwan. Dr. Stanley E. Dourgeault
of the ae0B, working as a consultant, plays an important role in
realizing this reputed program.

Tne integrated program itself is in fact comprehended sevemil
projects.

( 1 ) Establishment of a teacher training center at Provincial
Taiwan Junior Normal College, so far 30 itinerant teaceer
have been trained.

( 2 ) An extensive survey for blind cuildren under the age
of 21 has been conducted, it resulted in indin;
uneducated blind ceildren and youth, nmoug them 1h5
have been placed in the regular classes with the
special help from itinerant teacher of his community.

( 3 ) Organization of a Braille Publishing Center where text
books and other teaching materials in Braille have been
prepared.

( 4 ) Translation and publicationeference materials,
collection named " Education of the Blind ^ includin,
more than 20 titles have been edited and distributed.

( 5 ) Production of the necessary equipments for the
instruction of blind children.

At the moment when the preeram was initiated, the public,
iecludine parents of the blind, received it with suspect while the
immediate reaction from the residential schools was hostile.Ncverlho.
less, this program turns out to be a successful one and the coopera-
tion between the integrated program and tile residential one seems to
become possible.

IV. Rencvating ;education of the Deaf

Currently there are about 2350 deaf pupils enrolled in tour
speciel residential schools for the deaf of which two thousands eupiis
arc elementary arid junior high school level and neither special class
in regular school nor integrated program ever exist in the Republic
or China.

In comperaison, according to his sampling; survey, Ur. Lao -
eh Wang estimates that the prevalence of the severe hearing loss

I ere than 60 db. ISO) among the school-aggwfq!idents in Taiwan would
0.10%,, it represents a population of onaXetUe4---ei- thousands

eeileren of 6-15 ages old with profound hearing i ipoired. Except eo
a very smell part of them could be illiterate, most of tine hard-oe-
hearing children are scattered about in the regular schools withoet
any special help.

it is until the last decade teachers of the school roe the
eerie in Taiwan recognize the fact that tine normal means of commit-
eGtion should be by oral spoech and lip-reading. howvar, the to:whine;
speech to the cl.af is still limited tt small-scale experiments. leest
e the teachers in spocial school for the deaf tolerate in
and hesitate to carry out their teeching by oral method. Steo of the

- 4 -
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prrctionners even argue that only a small proportion of children
can really grasp lip- reading and speaking woll enough to make mese
norm:a mode of Communication, they insist that Chinese lani.wage

is much different from European language by that there are many
words pronounced tee same way but with quite different meaning and
rills insist that sign language is irreplacnble. Nevertheless,
lanuage laboratory has been set up in each of the schools, and
speech reading with auditory training are carried on upon experi-
mental basis to the children of primary level.

Tie reform of education of the deaf hhs been elaborated,
the proj,ct includes:

( 1 ) Establishing a committee in order to raconsider the
role of sign language in the education of the deaf.

( 2 ) Studying the eventual possibility of an integr:, 11,7

program for the deaf at the elementary school level.
( 3 ) Investigating and identifying the hard -ri- hearing

children in the regular schools and setting up the
special classes for teese aurally ha,aiicapped pupils.

( 4 ) Assuring the oral method as the prime language of
instruction. An environment must ho created and
maintained in which speech might be experienced as
a vitally significant mean of communication. Conse-
quently, the sign language applying in the existirw;
schools shall be encouraged to abandon while new scrools
shall be established as pilot schools for this purpose.

( 5 ) A laboratory of language teaching for the deaf shall
be set up at the National Taiwan Normal Uoiversitv in
171 and in-service training for the special teoelors
is planned.

( 6 ) Providing adequate diagnostic and evaluative services
and establishing speech-teaching class at preschool
level either in special schools or attached to regular
elementary schools.

V. Cestrueturing tine Program for the Orthopedically PandicaiTed
Children

There are at present one public residential school and thirty-
six special classes providing for approximately 1300 crippled pupiJs.

Special classes are available in three kinds of contexts:
( 1 ) Special classes in ordinary schools; ( 2 ) Special classes
attached to rehabilitation centers or hospitals; ( 3 ) Special classes
organized by child welfare institutions. Most of the special classes

rewilar schools are incorporated with a medical core center or a
sheltered asylum where accommodates the physically handicapped childret

The fact that more than of toe children and youth who
receive special education now arc acute post-polio cases raises a
4,nestien about the appropriateness ..rf the current program. Due to the
cogress of public health, tho polio cases have been dildniehed in
iwan and that the ratio of polio in the population of cripple is

:,etting smaller and smaller. It is believed that some day to conic



it will be propcel.y under controlled and taus the composition of
sohciel class population will be completely altered.

An investiation designated by the Ministry of i:ducatioa
',purled teat only a certain proportion of tie pupils who acleally
.,ceived special education really needed, judging with medico-
ehoeationel point of view, a special class or to stay in special
SC,061; 1'01' the rest of the population, who are mildly handicapped
ecteepedieally, needed an integrated program with Lae help or itineroui
c,.acia2r. 'inc same report suggested teat cerebral palsied children
1,0 exact fiwIre of prevalence in Taiwiri is available now ), who

.al'rereci multiple handiaps in must cases, Rave to be taken care of
special Schools and special classes.

However, the special school and special. classes in re:otalr
,c,nols are not ready to accommodate ce..cbral palsied children
( for those severely injured ). The reason is that it i3
1.c.t cosy Financially for a special school to maintain a clinical 1...am

11,1 rov a sl,ecial class to have a special teacher with neucornsrniar
traininc;. In spi to of the dlUriculties that may prrscnk,

!co, educational authorities are preparing to restructurinir the pricraa
.'or this rotip of exceptional pupils. The following approaches are
under consideration:

( 1 ) To deplace those who shall benefit more in the normal
environment among the perils who are in special schools
and special classes now,

( 2 ) To establish resource rocm in certain strntrg.
situated elementary schools woe re intet;rr pro;,raaa
for the physically handicapped might be devclopped,

( 3 ) To broaden time therapeutic horizon both in special
school and in special classes.

VI. ):stablishing Pilot Classes for the Nentally Retard-d

Special education of the mentally retarded children did net
,.List in Taiwan until 1562 when Taipei Nenicipal bureau of ad,/ratn,

cooperation with Taipei Child Nental Health Center mid Provincial
iiiwnn lUementary Schrol Teacnor In-Service Trainin CcnIcr, sec ep
Alot class for this croup of caildn.in at an elementary school,

...;tn the technical aid of a mental health teem, the pilo: class
scrocued twenty-nine mildly retarded children from more thou heuared
-:.elicants and was equipped with three special teacaers fee this
ieerimental task. For the convenience of teaching, the pupils were
.erther divided into two croups, the eider prune with fifteen children
,,.mile the youn:;er group with fourteen.

1

Tie modest beginning won the support, both lOom tale edecotioaal
.,..harities anti from the public, thus after one ears exiy.,rieRee, two
A01Ad,S were formally separated into too classes and a thiro class

w,s set ep in September 1563. In t; arch 1965, one class ench was
.u:Liated in three more elementary semols at Taipei and anothr class
m:os added to the original school. At the same time, auntie ,reup

eleven teachers who have already completed one year specinl eeucatio
tra.ning for this purpose joined to this pilot class project.

liven though the pilot classed did not succeed le este:I:die,:
, hocume an overall natIenwide program, the contrihelion or :his
I. rag Xi04 Is nevertheless tremendous. first, tdede classes nee
ihteest Of the general oehlic in thl problem of mentally retardec:
children. Secondly, the clinical and teaching experiences accumulated

- 6 -



horing the operation of these classes, particularly the new curriculum
,lesigned in favor of the adjustment of these pupils, are usefsl
resources which may servo as the basis for Inrthcr developmstit of
the education of mentally subnormal children in Taiwan,

Pilot classes for the educable mentally retarded pupils
at Lae secondary education level came into existence in September
1970, two years alter the Nine-Year Fundamental Education Act was
officially put into effect. As we have indicated above, the et:1.0;_10n
of universal education to junior high sches1 has an immense impact
uouu tct education in Taiwan, it results in uncovering a lot of
Iwohlems havinc: overshadowed by the preparation for competitive
entrance examination in the schools. Once the orientation alters,
tho problems of student's adjustment to the class come to the fore,
Tait public focus now their attention on toe exceptional pupils, in
particular, educationally subnormal pupils.

In reaponding to this critical demand, the Nesearch Insti-
tute of Education, National Taiwan Normal University develops a test
pros:ram serving for educationa2. diagnosis and homogeneous groupie ;,
for instruction in the junior high schools. In addition to three
scales ( General Ability Test, Study Babit Inventory, Psychomotor
r.bility Test ) which have already been constructed during 1969-1970,
J'hu; aptitude tests are in elaboration this year, and three others
tests ( Vocational Interests Inventory, Personality Inventory,
Junior high School Student Achievement Tests ) shall he undertahen
,ii'the third year. Besides, the Hesearch Institute of Education
d,Arclops a special education program designed to demonstrate effective
approaCh to assisting the rotardates during their junior school
years.

In cooperation with the Taipei Yunicipal Bureau of NducAtion,
the 'tesearch Institute of Education has organized four pilot clsses
...Jr the educable mentally retarded in the juntor high school. in
Taipei in 1970. This program tries to establish a model for the
specia: classes in the junior hiGh school and also aims at the
Sollowing objectives:

( 1 ) To investigate the cognitive structure, the Ititl,it
process and toe behavior characteristics of the educable
mentally retarded.

( 2 ) to develop the diagnostic rold evaluative tecliniotios
of the retarded, the difforential dirthosis between
mental retardation and spocific learning disabilities
is emphasized,

( ) ) To elaborate a curriculum (slide applicable to the
level of junior high schools for the special teachers.

( 4 ) To accumulate teaching techniques and General
experiences of the education of the retort-led.

The students of the pilot classes arc mainly composed two
coups: those who were identified with the aid of inteJlit. tests

:rem the students who entered the junior hish schools in Taip,i in
tieptember 1970 and those who completed tvetr six -year compulsory
education in the special classes of the elementary schools.Eacn
pilot class consists of 15 to 20 students who have a 1.(i. or 50
to 70 and a CA of 12 to 18. Three teachers are assigned to each
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class and are responsible for most of the educational activities.
As the special education programs terminate the public school education
for most of the retarded, the curriculum is expected to a combination
of academic subject matters and the social-occupational skills that
retardates need to function in aJciety.

The pioneer work of the Research Institute of Educutien in
its attempt to tackle with the problem of Dentally subnormal chilorca
at the junior high school level ( which represents of tho age
population ) gives an imputus to the effort in this direction. Taipei
>ahilcipal Bureau of Education aas decided o set up ten other Tali")
classes next year. It is recognized that the establishment of pilot
class might diminish the negative affects rf inappropriate learning
and accompanying frustration experienced by the retardates in the
regular classes, this act:on also offers the proMise to ameliorate
the existing situation of public school.

Another program concerning the establ]shalent of 50 pilot
classes for the educable mentally retarded tnildren at the elementary
school level in the Province of Taiwan is already on its preparatory
state, Provincial Taipei Junior Normal College, vitn the aid of
liNiCEF and East -West Center, Hawaii, is responsible for the opera-
tion of this program. Taiwan Provincial Depprtment of Education has
worked out n five -Year plan designing to irntitute ten pilot classes
each years, the first tea classes shall be erganize,i in 1971.

V11. Preparing Special Teachers

To a very largo degree, the worth el: the specie' education
proraili for exceptional children depends tile;n the quality of the
tencning staff. However, the fact is that the shorta;:e of trained,
nuplified personnel becomes acute in the B+Ibllc of China at present.
1:ece;inizing this fact, trio educational auWarities attempt to launch
a variety of programs with a view to prepairing special teachers
uripontly needed.

The pioneor effort began in 1963 wren the Taipei hunicipal
Moreau of Oducation earmarked a sum of moray to Taipei Chili. Mental
health Center for the training of teacher who prepared to operate
the pilot classes for the mentally retardid children. Tho °oration
of training was one year.

The Itinerant Teacher Training Clniter of the Blind located
at thc"! Provincial TaiAan Junior Normal fiellege was established is
1966. For the first time a permanent institute of this kind was
organized and maintained. All the partil:ipants have two years of
experiences in elementary school teaching. The training prohrim
or;'(,rs one full year of study leave at regular pay, a waiver of all
instttutionol fees, full board and lotl'ing in a student hostel.
Ten to fifteen teachers are trained eaoh year.

Four years later, another center of the sane kind but
hesi:;ned to prepare the special teachers of mentally retarded wns
set up at Provincial Taipei Junior Normal College. It 1na been
decided that twenty teachers will be trained each. year.

9



Taiwan Provincial Department of Education organized two work-
shops in the summer of 196b and 1969. Each workshop offered one month
in-service training courses for about forty teachers of special school.

Toe teacher training program at the Itesearch institute of
Education, National Taiwan Normal University, offers another model
ehich seems to be not only economic but also practical. In recogni-
tion of tho critical needs for competent special. teachers necessary

iue operation of pilot classes, the Research Institute of Education
corked out a teacher training program with an annual budget less than
U.S.S)000. Twelve teachers were selected by the schools where the
pilot class located. All of them are university graduates majoring in
education, psychology. or social work.

This program is actually composed of two parts, it begins
iith a workshop which offers one-month pre-service training courses
ier aitendants and followed by in-service Guidance lasting for the
whole year.

11. is for this purpose that the 1:esoarch Institute of Education
sets up a working team which provides in-service gnidaace and technical
a,,sistance to the special teachers. The wor4ing team meets all the
special teachers once a week either at tho Institute or in the school
wacre pilot class is located.

Tho role of the working team is:
( 1 ) To inform the special teachers the recent knowledge oC

special education by arranging the group discussion and
by translating, foreign basic reference materiels into
Chinese.

( 2 ) To assist in the case conference and serve as a clinical
team,

( 3 ) To work with the teacher for preparing a curriculum
guide.

( 4 To evaluate the effectiveness of the teaching programs.
( 5 To design and conduct the research and experimentation

on mcntal retardation.

Vlii. Constructing Curriculum Guides for S-recial Schools

Until now the special schools in Taiwan organize its toacOinr.
pro,ciAns according to an official curriculum guide proscribed by the
1.1histry of Education for the regular class. In most of the cries,
certain modifications are made to meet the specific hoed of eileeptionol
upils, Nevertheless, it still can not fit the purpose.

iteco;:nizing that the curriculum fo. special schools and
.,ccial classes should be more flexible and adjustmvnt.orientcd, the

..atry oC Education decided to construct it series oC curriculum
spocifically designed for each cateory of exceptional lanais.

coosoulleatly, A Standing Committee for Curriculum Development .for
eeinl Scuools was set up in July 16,69, more than seventy exports

1,rticipated in such a complicated task. This standing committee is
rurposed of many sub-committees designated to make special stodies

- 9
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or to discuss and draft the teaching ,:uide For various subject rieldA.
It is planned that four sets of curriculum guide ror each or the fol low/
h:cups of exceptional children shall 'ae comploted and issued within
three years: ( 1 ) The blind, ( 2 ) Tle deaf, ( 3 ) The physically
handicapped, ( 4 ) The mentally retaried.

Each set of curriculum guide is composed of many parts:
( 1 1 Description of general goal, function and objectives of
each teaching unit, ( 2 ) Course of stihly ( or field of oxperience
,.116 division of time, ( 3 ) Guideline for teaching activity, ( 4 )

Pertinent teaching material.

According to the outline of tne curriculum considered, the
onis of special education programs soould be placed on realizatian

midividual potentiality, social adjustment, diminution of handicaps,
,:evelopxnt of self-management etc.. Consequently, thc emphases of the
c,trric; aoio are placed on the acquisition of 'kills and knowledge
,;rri instrumental value( such as in cathematics), health and civic
morality, language art, vocational 'training, fine arts, social sturiios

X. Conclusion

In recent years, tiro governaent i-is become increasitaly
ccacorrd about the nation-wide proth..cms of nandlcapped ciAleren
:did youth. This concern has manifestad itself in the afore-mentiodeb
prorauls aimed at ameliorating some if these problems.

Althouuh the efforts'and notable advances have been made in
the pa.,t decade, the educational services for exceptional children
in iaiwan are still far from. the well-intentional goals that the
odacational authorities have conceived. Many well-planned projects
.amain, on socioeconomic ground, in the blue-print state.

It is interesting to observe that there appears an increasing
,opaistication on the :appropriate:leis of resid,,htinl program which
is traditionally sot for almost any category of exceptional children.
..ithin the past years, a shifting eflphasis upon the iittei;rated systom
.:ns become evident. It is reco6nizcd that the handicapped child
scold be included in regular schoci. program to tae fullist posstake
,nxtcut with a view to preparing for normal life in the community.
This conceptual change is manifestel itself in the education of the
ulind and also in the remarkable upiurge in the oral education
i instead of sign language ) for thi deaf pupils.

Another tendency i3 the increasing concern about the service
;',,r the educationally handicapped pipits - a group of persons whose

Lnr special educational help is no less than the profound
irially handicapped, cripple or mentally deficient cbildlTii.
(Toni, consists of pupils with s ( 1 ) Partially sight, ( 1

2..eivratv hearing loss, I 3 ) Speech defects, ( h ) Elilesy, 5

zmpt.cifie lcarnim disabilities, and ( I. 1 v;dflcational.
with emotional complication. This new horizon ifi,plles the eAponsion of

education programs to cover a school-a/;ed population which
houble or triple in number the subjects tint are actually served fcr.

- 10 -
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it is one thing to sty that tois groin, of children and lonth
nave already attended school and are educated, but it is quite tinny

to fool sure that these pupils educationally naedicapped are
;h educated. Even though it is inevitable that certain

'ietwcien one's academic achievement and intellectual potentiality
could be existed, t..e underachievement due to handicaps such as whai
have been enumerated in the foregoing paragraph represents the in-
..ppropriateness of educational program to the pupil, the deprivation
of siecial education facilities involves a defect in the educational
:)stem.

Since the extension of fundamental education in the
term mental retardation " has been in vo;;i1e. both the scinlol tnc:,oVs
Ld 1,,,e public talk of the problem of mentally retarded, however, a

clinical inquiry will find that a great number of children regarde,
as iutellec.ually subnormal are really educationally subnormal
t,ari mentally damaged, the development of psychomedical service

to be necessary for assuring an accurate differential diagnosis.

iu acditioa to adequate dia,;nostic and evaluative service,
it is widely felt tea_. n,-ional centers of educational research and
lustr.ictihrial materials for the handicapped are urgently needed. in
responding to this demand, National Taiwan Normal University ifr,s
"ecided to set up a special education Center which shall be opernted
in 1971. The center is designed:

( 1 ) To conduct basic research all learning process and its
problems concerned ( such at earning disahilities
and mental deficiency ) and to carry on experimentation
in the application of new findings and techniques
concerning special education.

( 2 ) To serve as educational center fur the in- service and
pre-service training of professional personnel.

( 3 ) To serve as educational media and material center,
( 4 ) To conduct nation-wide assessment and survey tar the

collection and aialysis of prevalence, personal arid
socioeconomic characteristics of the handicapped
children.

It is expected that more of child olidance clinics or uLa6-
aor,tic and therapeutic services such as Taipei Child Nontal hygiene

will be estaalished in Taiwan. It is obvious that pscho-
m,dical service agencies will play an important role in developing
,p,cial education proqrams and contribute concomitantly to training

research. At the present sta;,e, none of the service ngencies
exceptional children can alienate itself teem their secondary

.htetions such cs training and research. It is absolutely necessary
eaortination and collaboration arnorg different institutions

hu services concerned should be assured in favor of the mobilipiatioh
ei resources.

In conclusion, the special education in tie Republic of China
is still at its first stage of development. Nevertheless, it has
alrezidy exemplified progress, and itS future is promising.
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